
   SD half-visor for humanitarian demining  
 

SD have offered a half-visor for more than ten years. It was designed for use  
by dog handlers or supervisors who need to make clear and unobstructed  
voice commands. With the recent revisions to IMAS 10.30, it can now be  
used by any deminer when the risk-assessment allows this. It may, for example,  
prove popular as an alternative to goggles worn by deminers standing to  
excavate using rakes. 

The SD Half-visor is made using 5mm untreated polycarbonate and meets the  
requirements of IMAS 10.30 (2009). It can be made Long or Short – as shown  
in the photograph on the right. The longer version covers more of the wearer’s  
forehead. Please specify long or short when ordering. 

Each visor is numbered for identification and replacement purposes. The complete  
Half visor and head-frame weighs around 500g).  

The half-visor can be fitted to a Comfort head-frame® that is made from polyamide  
for durability. A 2013 refinement makes the Comfort head-frame even more comfortable  
around the ears. The fixings are made from heat-formed polycarbonate, which provides  
durability and flexibility. The nylock® nuts used to fasten the visor to the head-frame  
should be tightened so that the visor cannot be raised during use.  

An optional Scratch-guard [SKU1019] is available. This is a thin sheet of polycarbonate  
that mounts securely over the half-visor to protect it from scratches during use, storage and 
transport.  

Your organisation’s logo (one colour) can be printed onto the Half-visor at no extra cost. 

 
Because visors must be worn in the sun, and will be scratched no matter how careful you are, SD recommends that you follow the  

IMAS guidelines and replace visors annually 
(See http://www.mineactionstandards.org/tnma/TN_10.10_02_2004_General_Safety.pdf ). 

 

For more information, contact Trevor Thomsen or Oddia Mabika at secdev@mweb.co.zw 
Tel: +263 4 486405 / 486317 / 487064     Facsimile: +263 4 486885      www.secdevinc.com

The visor face can be bolted inside or outside the head-frame wings, so 
accommodating broader heads. 

 

SD Part no.: SKU1018 
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